with co-sponsor

President Biden’s Summit for Democracy 2022
Deliberative Democracy & Citizens’ Assembly Cohort

Preamble
“Democracy doesn’t happen by accident. We have to renew it with each generation.”
President Biden at The Summit for Democracy Opening Session December 9, 2021
Many people legitimately feel like they do not have a voice, nor power, in shaping the decisions
affecting their lives. Trust in experts has been declining, misinformation and disinformation are
prevalent, and political polarisation – partly driven by electoral incentives – weakens our
cohesiveness as societies.
Yet democracy has always been an idea larger than any one society and more than what happens at
the ballot box. For people living under oppressive rule, it has been an idea and a hope that a better
alternative awaits. With an endless bombardment of negativity, that light can only dim.
The work of our group demonstrates that the democratic renewal of our generation is alive and well
– embodied by Citizens’ Assemblies.
Citizens’ Assemblies bring together a group of people broadly representative of society, giving them
the time and resources to grapple with complexity, learn from experts and stakeholders, listen to
one another, and find common ground on challenging policy issues – an exercise in public judgment
akin to a criminal jury, and in contrast to public opinion found through polling and surveys. There
have now been hundreds of them around the world at all levels of government, tackling issues from
abortion to climate change, infrastructure investment, and much more.
Citizens’ Assemblies do not just address the symptoms of democratic malaise, they get to the heart
of the deeper, underlying drivers of it by making citizens truly central to our democracy. They
recognise people’s agency, dignity, and political power. They do so in a way complementary to our
existing institutions by strengthening societal cohesion, overcoming polarisation, and rebuilding
public trust.
They are effective in building trust by including people who don’t tend to see themselves reflected in
parliaments. They are effective at countering misinformation by giving people ample time to hear
from and question diverse sources, including many of their own choosing. And polarization is
reduced through the simple exercise of putting randomly chosen people in one room with a problem
to solve and asking them to tell governments what they can agree on, and why.
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This is not a concept, nor an academic idea. This has been run by the most senior leaders on the
most vexing public issues. Our opportunity is to let people know that we have found a simple way to
do democracy better, and let the message become one of strengthening, innovation and renewed
trust and confidence in our free societies.
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CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLIES AND CITIZEN DELIBERATION

SHARED INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENTS - ACTING AS A GLOBAL COMMUNITY

A note on funding
We welcome the commitments of the Biden Administration through the President’s announcements
in Warsaw, those of the European Commission’s European Democracy Action Plan (cohesion
funding), the concept of a NATO Democratic Resilience Centre, and the UN Democracy Fund’s
existing global program.
The commitments which follow aim to all national governments and partner NGOs to draw upon
these funds.

1. Commit to the 2022 Declaration on Deliberative Democracy and Citizens’ Assemblies.
[Text attached at end of paper]
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance

Sponsoring governments to draft by Sept 15th (Intl Democracy Day)
Supporting governments to offer support prior to or during Summit.
n/a
Working party of political leaders within the Cohort team to draft
the Declaration.

2. Create a Global ‘Marshall Plan for Democracy’ to empower countries with new or fragile
democratic institutions by supporting and funding deliberative projects.
Priority will be given to Central and Eastern Europe given the emergency and threat to new
democracies there.
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance
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3. Support and advocate for the use of supranational democratic development funds being used
for Citizens’ Assemblies as a highly promising means of countering polarisation, misinformation, and
low public trust.
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance

4. Support and participate in a Summit for Democracy Global Citizens’ Assembly on Democracy
giving citizens a significant voice at this and future Summits.
Giving citizens an opportunity to assess the challenges facing democracy, learn about a wide range
of democracy reforms and innovations, and find common ground on national and global solutions
could potentially have a transformative impact.
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance

5. Support an existing, trusted global institution, such as the OECD or UN Democracy Fund to act as
a clearinghouse of project trials and their success, so nations have access to a global ‘What Works
for Democracy’. The task would involve Assessment [Evidence], Advice and Advocacy with results
available for all nations and their elected representatives.
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance
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NATIONAL COMMITMENTS
PART A; LEARNING, EXPLORATION & COMMITTING TO OECD PRINCIPLES
Countries around the world have conducted hundreds of Citizens’ Assemblies. Their learnings have
been documented in good practice principles by the OECD. The following national commitments are
designed to help countries learn and adopt them.

6. Host an informational workshop for elected representatives to ensure they are informed on the
array of democratic innovations which are proving effective, and to generate an understanding of
the critical success factors for their use.
Workshops bring together international experts, public servants and legislators and are practically
orientated to equip leaders to understand how projects operate.
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance

Allocation of responsibility to Minister and department.
~$40,000
Cohort members can provide a program of speakers spanning from
designers & practitioners through to elected representatives who
have major project experience.

7. Join a Senior Ministerial Co-ordination Group for bi-annual calls to remain informed on
international major project experiences using Citizens’ Assemblies.
e.g. Ireland will conduct national Citizens’ Assemblies on Drug Use and also the Future of Education
in 2023, and this forum will be where updates & learnings on this and similar projects can be shared
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance

Participation in opening call October 2023
Minimal
n/a

8. Commit to the principles and guidelines listed in the OECD ‘Deliberative Wave’ advice as
representing a standard of quality for more meaningful community engagement.
Milestone

Allocation of responsibility to Minister and department.
Electronic distribution of OECD documents.

Budget
Implementation assistance

Negligible
OECD contact, and in-country NGO contacts.
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9. Conduct a national-level Citizens’ Assembly.
Governments commit to identifying a challenging reform issue and commissioning a Citizens’
Assembly project on the topic. The project will include 50-100 citizens chosen in a Democratic
Lottery being given an opportunity to freely respond to a tradeoff question with a self-written
report.
Governments will commit to providing a substantive response to each recommendation within 90
days and at later moments when recommendations are turned into actual policy measures. These
moments are clearly defined and communicated.
In keeping with the overarching goals of the summit, Democratic Innovation and Reform would be
an appropriate topic for the Citizens' Assembly; the process could be complemented with other
forms of public participation to elicit ideas and feedback from a larger number of citizens.
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance

Project announcement by PM or Minister.
Response by government or parliament.
US$300,000 per location
Assistance with process design and implementation is available by
contacting any cohort NGO.

PART B: MOVING FROM PROJECTS TO PERMANENCE

10. Establish a National Democracy Action Fund to be used for democratic innovation projects at
regional and local levels where budgets are otherwise unavailable or insufficient.
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance

A fixed percentage of the national election budget annually.

11. Create an ‘Office of Citizen Deliberation’ as an institution providing centralised and high-quality
process design and operating capability across the public sector.
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance

6-8 staff

11. Institutionalise a formal structure for citizen deliberation within the parliamentary process.
E.g. through integration with Committees
Milestone
Budget
Implementation assistance
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The Declaration of the Cohort for Deliberative Democracy and Citizens’ Assemblies.
[Sponsoring governments to finalise]

We stand with the Summit for Democracy in launching its new Cohort for Deliberative Democracy
and Citizens Assemblies.
Democracy is more than what happens at the ballot box. One stunning success story is the 600
citizens assemblies of recent years. They offer a proven and pioneering way to build on existing
democracy and give it a sustainable future with citizens fully engaged. It is the start of a new era for
democracy.
Citizens offering reasons, listening to the views of others, carefully weighing evidence then coming to
considered, shared judgements is democracy at its best. Today, we need nothing less.
The fight against autocracy can only ever be fully won when citizens have a meaningful role in
decisions taken by their governments. People who feel left behind need to become an active part of
the democratic process.
Our democracies can move beyond stark binary choices and invite citizens to think and to listen. As
signatories we commit to pursue this ideal of a deliberative democracy; one with mechanisms that
work to unite rather than divide.
Building on the lessons from previous deliberations and citizens assemblies we will apply new
approaches to do democracy better. A truly engaged citizenry will be our strongest asset.
Our aspiration is to renew trust and faith in our democracy. We intend to nurture that globally,
nationally and in the heart of every citizen.
We pledge to do all in our power through the Summit for Democracy to ensure that democracy's best
days lie ahead.
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